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Carol is back to dispel Mindsets myths and

show you how to make a real difference
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Professor Carol Dweck
Mother of Mindsets: the ground-breaking theory
everyone needs to know

Professor Barry Hymer

Professor Guy Claxton

• Teaching intelligence
• Building a learning-powered school

Will Ord

• Inner Education
• How to teach a
Growth Mindset

Steve Ingle

• Policies to support
Growth Mindsets
• Evidencing and building
success

Book or save your place:

• Implementing the Osiris Mindsets
programme

C J Simister

• Using Mindsets to
develop character
• Character, Minsdsets
and the curriculum

0808 160 5 160

Charlie
Warshawski

• Running a Growth
Mindset school audit
• How to get students
engaged with Mindsets

osiriseducational.co.uk
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Secrets of implementing
Growth Mindsets exposed
Following the huge success of the last
Osiris Mindsets convention, we again
bring together the most celebrated
and influential minds in educational
philosophy and Mindset a psychology
from across the globe.
Dispel the myths and find out how to
make a real difference.
This exclusive event has a timetable
full to bursting:
4 Discover the best ways to implement
Growth Mindsets with inspiring
‘featured speakers’
4 Learn how to eliminate awkward myths and
embed a Growth Mindsets culture
4 Learn Growth Mindsets strategies to lead a
learning school
4 Is there a new methodology for teaching
intelligence?
4 Engage in highly practical workshops to
explore how the Osiris Growth Mindsets
Programme can work for your school
4 Understand ‘Inner Education’ in relation to
Growth Mindsets, and how it impacts the
subject of study
4 Have your questions answered by the experts
4 Local schools share their Growth Mindsets
experiences
4 Take away the tools you need to make instant
advances in your school

Professor Carol Dweck
Carol is a world-leading expert and
researcher in the field of motivation.
She has dedicated years to researching
how and why people succeed.

Professor Barry Hymer
Barry is an expert practitioner and has been
working with teachers and other educators
to apply Mindsets theory in all phases of
education for 16 years.

Professor Guy Claxton
Guy is Visiting Professor of Learning Science
and Director of Development of the research
initiative on CLIO at Bristol University’s Graduate
School of Education. He is an internationally
renowned writer, consultant and academic
specialising in creativity, education and the mind.

Will Ord
Will has been an international teacher
trainer for over 12 years. He is a specialist
in the Philosophy for Children (P4C)
approach to teaching.

C J Simister
Jane advises school leadership groups,
teachers and parents in the UK and
internationally on how to develop
intellectual character, effective learning
and independent thinking.

Charlie Warshawski
Charlie is part of the Osiris Mindsets
Programme. He is an education leadership
coach and coaching skills trainer specialising
in supporting leadership teams to work
cohesively, increase their effectiveness,
and move forward.

Steve Ingle

‘’Amazing, credible and inspirational.
THANK YOU. Best event I’ve ever been on.
I feel incredibly lucky and intend to make
outcomes and lives better back at school
as a result.’’
Headteacher, St Joseph’s RC Primary School

Steve has over 12 years’ experience in
post-compulsory education. He is an
associate lecturer at the University of
Cumbria. He is an author and teachereducator with wide experience of quality
improvement and development.

Ollie Tunmer
Ollie Tunmer is the Artistic Director of
Beat Goes On and a former cast member of
the hit show STOMP. His fun and high-energy
percussion workshops are suitable for all,
regardless of prior experience.

8.30-9.30
Registration and refreshments
9.30-9.45
Chair’s welcome and setting the scene with Stephen Cox
9.45-10.45
Keynote: Implementing a Growth Mindset – fact and fiction, by Professor Carol Dweck
10.55-11.55
Featured speaker

Leaders

Teaching intelligence:
A powerful methodology to build a Growth Mindset

Implementing a Growth Mindset school audit:
Ideas and processes to develop a critical monitoring framework
for Growth Mindset engagement

by Guy Claxton

by Charlie Warshawski

Growth Mindset in action

Osiris Mindsets Programme

Creating a character culture:
How to develop character with a Growth Mindset perspective

Implementing OMP:
Implications for school leaders of adapting a Growth Mindset
approach

by C J Simister

by Professor Barry Hymer

11.55-12.55
Lunch: Your opportunity to attend exciting drop-in workshops (optional)
Primary case study

Memory skills workshop – Charlie Warshawski

Rhythm workshop

Secondary case study

by Ollie Tunmer

by John Stanier, Great Torrington School

13.00-14.00
Featured speaker

Leaders

Mindset myths and realities:
Practical ways to dispel the mindset myths

Getting the right policies to support Growth Mindsets:
Assessment and feedback and resilience policy

by Professor Barry Hymer

by Steve Ingle

Growth Mindset in action

Osiris Mindset Programme

Getting Growth Mindsets going in a busy school:
Practical strategies, applications and inspiring examples

Get students’ full engagement on Mindsets
Techniques and strategies to develop and sustain a Growth
Mindset approach to learning

by Will Ord

by Charlie Warshawski

14.15-15.15
Featured speaker

Leaders

Inner education:
Unique insight into the subject of study, the mind and
the person within

Leading the learning-powered school:
A guide to what every leader must know to put learning first on
the agenda

by Will Ord

by Professor Guy Claxton

Growth Mindsets in action

Osiris Mindsets Programme

Character and the curriculum:
Two methods for planning lessons to encourage character
and Growth Mindsets

Lessons from the chalk face:
How to evidence and build on continuous success

by C J Simister

15.30-16.00
Q&A with Professor Carol Dweck
16.00-16.30
Expert panel – all speakers
16.30-17.00
Delegate networking

by Steve Ingle

Mindfest:
Growing Mindsets
Convention 2016
4 July, London
Prices (+VAT)
1st delegate rate: £529
2nd delegate rate: £509
Prices include: refreshments, lunch,
CPD certificate, conference materials
and post-conference online support

To enquire about a group
booking discount, please call
01790 756 756

Booking form
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